Includes:

- 24” L x 9” W x 9¼” H tri-fold pocket chart with a storage pocket
- 100 double-sided cards, including:
  - red hour numbers
  - blue minute numbers
  - time vocabulary
  - analog clocks
  - digital clocks
  - blanks

Learn how to read, write, and articulate any time expression with the Time Tabletop Pocket Chart. Fastened at the side of the chart, the durable geared clock demonstrates time-telling concepts while maintaining correct hour and minute relationships. Displaying a readable, color-coded face of red hours and blue minutes, this clock is compatible with all Learning Resources® clock products.

The clock’s red and blue hands are matched by color-coordinated cards that distinguish hours from minutes, simplifying the learning process.

⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
The number cards can be used to represent a digital time and the words, or blank cards can be used to express time in written form. Discussing time in three different formats reinforces time-telling skills. The blank cards can also be used to customize time problems or questions. Allow students to create math problems to challenge the class.

The analog clock cards are included for extra practice. Have students use the number cards to represent the time shown on the analog clock cards. Use the digital-time clock card and have the students represent the analog time on the clock.

Explore elapsed time and use the attached clock to calculate the start time and end time. Elapsed time cards are included to set up simple equations on the chart.

For multiple uses of each card always use a wet-erase marker. To ensure that your marker doesn’t leave a permanent mark, test it on the corner of a card. Use a damp cloth to remove marks. Cards will warp if saturated with water.

LER 2698 Magnetic Hooks
LER 2982 Elapsed Time Pocket Chart
LER 2992 Elapsed Time Teacher
LER 2996 The Primary Time Teacher™ Learning Clock